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ABSTRACT
Background: Nowadays, diverse approaches have been existed for laparoscopic procedures. The most common laparoscopic entry methods included close and direct entry laparoscopy and open (Hasson) laparoscopy. There is no evidence regarding the superiority in safety and initial speed for the use of open and optical
laparoscopic entry. Therefore, the sight of current study was to evaluate comparative survey of two methods
of laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and VisiportTM) in terms of speed and complications in urologic
surgery.
Methods: This expertized base clinical trial study was conducted on 100 patients who underwent urological
laparoscopy in Alzahra Hospital, Isfahan, Iran. These patients were randomly divided to two groups (n =
50). One group underwent open laparoscopy and another group Visiport optical trocar. Speed and Complications of urologic surgery was extracted from medical records. Independent T test was used for doing of
analysis.
Results: The mean age of patients in Hasson and Visiport laparoscopic group was 41.4 ± 11.2 and 41.6 ± 15
years old, respectively (p = 0.91). The mean time for initial trocar placement in patients who underwent Visiport trocar system and Hasson laparoscopic technique was 37.7 ± 15.59 and 95.4 ± 31.75 seconds. There
was gratifying difference between two techniques of laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and Visiport) in
terms of speed (p = 0.000). In addition, complications were observed in 8% of patients who underwent Visiport trocar system. However, no complications were observed in Hasson laparoscopy group.
Conclusion: Visiport optical trocar technique is faster for initial trocar placement than open laparoscopy.
However it is associated with complications compared to open laparoscopy. Therefore, there is evidence of
benefit in terms of speed for initial trocar placement and harm based on complications in Visiport trocar system.

1. Introduction

recovery time after hospitalization. However it is associated with
complications during entry to abdomen including visceral injury,
urological tract injury, hemorrhage, herniation and infection [19].
Main and major complications happen during entry of laparoscopy to abdominal wall. Such complications may cause mortality.
Moreover, another parameter for performing of laparoscopy
is significance of time. The importance of time for performing
of laparoscopy is that with reducing of entry time, overall time of
surgery is decreased and complication of anesthesia and general
surgery is also reduced. Nowadays, diverse approaches have been
created for laparoscopic technique [20, 21]. Several international
bodies have proposed principal of safe laparoscopic entry [2227]. The most commonly laparoscopic entry methods which have
been principally used in general surgery included close and direct

In Laparoscopy technique, we evaluate the abdominal cavity
[1-10]. It needs insertion of a cannula to visualize the abdomen's
cavity with an illuminated telescope [11]. Annually, more than
2 million laparoscopy techniques are performed in the United
States, containing a vast span of general, urologic and gynecologic surgical methods [12]. Urological laparoscopy can be used
in diagnostic surgeries and reconstructive operations. Moreover,
laparoscopy can increasingly use for a variety of urological methods [13].
A significant alteration was observed in laparoscopic methods in the United Kingdom and international places [14-18]. It
also has diverse benefits such as lower coherence risk and faster
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entry laparoscopy and open (Hasson) laparoscopy [20]. Superiority of open entry is due to low probability of vascular injury [28].
Moreover, this opinion also is associated with some challenges.
To overpass these complications, optically guided trocars are suggested for dropping the injury risk to intra-abdominal construction by permitting the surgeon to observe abdominal structures in
placement [28].
The Visiport (a kind of optical trocars) is a disposable and
expendable visual entry tool which includes a cannula and hollow
trocar [11]. It is applied after insufflation of CO2. This technique
is palmed via surgeon’s hand and maintained perpendicular to
distend patient’s CO2 to abdomen [11]. When accurate anatomical status of trocar tip is checked by monitor, downward axial
pressure is used and activated trigger. Downward pressure causes
trocar tip situation is checked again. These sequences are repeated till the peritoneal cavity is arrived. This is not fired till the
accurate anatomical status of trocar tip is known. However, none
of the laparoscopic entry methods have distinct superiority over
other. On the other words, all of these techniques are associated
with abundant complication [29]. This has caused main alteration
in laparoscopic entry practice [30-32] among clinicians at international locations to select kind of entry method [20].
Since, there is no evidence regarding safety and initial rate
for the use of laparoscopic trocar insertion such as Hasson and
Visiport, we compare two methods of laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and Visiport) in terms of speed and complication in
urologic surgery.

Table 1 − Comparison of two methods of
laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and
Visiport) in terms of speed.
Mean Time (Second)
Visiport laparoscopic
visual trocar (group 1)
37.7 ± 15.59

Open laparoscopy
(group 2)

p-value

95.4 ± 31.75

0.000

ing of analysis. Statistically, P-value < 0.05 was advised.

3. Results
3.1. Demographic features of current population
In current study, 51 (51%) and 49 (49%) patients were male and
female, respectively. Therefore, two groups almost were homologous. In addition, the mean age of patients in two groups (open
and Hasson) was 41.4 ± 11.2 and 41.6 ± 15, respectively (p = 0.91).
3.2. Comparison of two methods of laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and Visiport) in terms of speed
Table 1 shows comparison of two methods of laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and Visiport) in terms of mean time. As
shown in Table 1, the mean time at the initial entry in patients
who underwent Visiport laparoscopic visual trocar was lower than
patients who underwent open laparoscopic treatment. It shows
that Visiport laparoscopic trocar is performed faster than open
laparoscopy. There was gratifying difference between two techniques of laparoscopic trocar insertion (Hasson and Visiport) in
terms of speed of the initial entry (p = 0.000). The most common
type of surgery in patients who underwent Visiport laparoscopic
visual trocar was pyeloplasty (26%) and then nephrectomy (22%)
and the least common type was kidney stone (2%). The most
common type of surgery in patients who underwent Open laparoscopic treatment was nephrectomy (42%) and the least was pelvic
stone (2%).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Electing of population
This expertized base clinical trial study was conducted on 100
patients who underwent urological laparoscopy in Alzahra Hospital, Isfahan, Iran in 2017. After taking consent from patients, this
study was approved by Isfahan University of Medical Sciences.
The number which was assigned in ethical committee to current
manuscript was 396088. These patients were randomly divided
to two groups (n = 50). One group underwent open laparoscopic
treatment and another group Visiport trocar system.
2.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

3.2. Complication of Visiport trocar system

Inclusion criteria were the following: over the age of 18 years and
candidates for urological laparoscopic surgery. Moreover, complications including uncorrected coagulopathy, Ileus, infection of
the abdominal wall, history of open abdominal surgery, presence
of malignant ascites and generalized peritonitis caused to exclude
patients from study.

Complication of Visiport trocar system is shown in Table 2. As
shown in Table 2, complications were observed in 8% of these
patients. In addition, no complications were observed in Hasson
laparoscopy group.

2.3. Data collection

4. Discussion

Data including demographic characteristics, laparoscopic entry
and the most common possible complications of this process
including the amount of consumption CO2, vessels damage, subcutaneous emphysema and Trocar's infection were extracted from
medical records.

Laparoscopy has proved as a confident surgical procedure with
abundant complications [33]. In our study, complications of Visiport trocar system included subcutaneous emphysema, trocar site
infection, mild liver damage and small vessel damage which were
observed in 8% of patients, while, no complications were observed in Hasson laparoscopy group. Moreover, in current study,
Visiport laparoscopy was performed faster than Hasson laparoscopy. It is noticed that the location and technique of initial entry
into the abdominal wall (based on Visiport or Hadsson method)

2.4. Statistical analysis
We applied SPSS version 19. Independent T test was used for do-
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method. Therefore, open or other procedure is still suggested [17].
Rai et al., in another study reported that no benefit was observed
between particular techniques in terms of safety [41]. Schoon
derwoerd et al., in 2005 reported that for diminishing the risk of
peritoneal entry, open-access technique like Hasson trocar is preferred than other technique including radially expanding trocars
and direct trocar [42]. Moreover, they reported that no difference
was observed between these techniques for arresting visceral and
vascular complications. It seems that optical trocars combine the
benefits of the diverse entry techniques and prepare a sure and
possible insertion method of laparoscopy for patients. Molloy et
al., reported that open entry is also associated with bowel injury.
It seems that direct entry may be safe alternative than open entry
technique [43].
In addition, serious heterogeneity in techniques such as laparoscopic entry practice was due to the attendance of risk factors
in entry method [20]. Krishnakumar et al., reported that open
procedures are commonly used for high-risk patients, like those
with a previous abdominal surgery, pregnant women, children and
etc [2]. Perhaps, this is the cause of more complications in open
method.

Table 2 − Complication of Visiport trocar system.
Complication of Visiport trocar system

Number (Percent)

Subcutaneous emphysema

1(2%)

Trocar site infection

1(2%)

Mild Liver damage

1(2%)

Small vessel damage

1(2%)

Total

4(8%)

were completely similar and did not correlate with the type of surgery. Therefore, the difference in the type of surgery in the two
groups did not affect our study.
Possible reasons of main complication are inappropriate
placement of a Veress needle insertion or trocar which is resulted
to vascular or bowel injury [33]. So that vascular injury is an
original reason of death. Moreover, more than 50% of side effects of primary laparoscopy happen during entry to abdomen.
The importance of time in the first trocar insertion is that by
reducing the time of entry, the overall time of surgery decreases.
Therefore, the complications of anesthesia and the complications
of the surgery are reduced.
Thomas et al., demonstrated that optical access trocars are secure and quick technique for initial trocar placement. Moreover,
these findings showed that optical access trocar is associated with
few complications [33]. Other studies have shown that bowel
injuries (30% to 50%) and vascular injuries (13% to 50%) are not
diagnosed in surgery time [27]. Bowel injury compared to vascular injury is more common and produce serious outcome due to
delay in diagnosis [11]. Another study compared closed and open
entry techniques and reported that complication rate of closed and
open technique was 0.07% and 0.17%, respectively [35]. They
concluded that complications of open entry method were higher
than closed entry method [36].
Vilos et al., in 2007 reported that in open laparoscopy, the
rate of infection, bowel and vascular injury was 0.4%, 0.1% and
0%, respectively and this rate in closed laparoscopy was 1% ,
0.2%, and 0.2%, respectively. Chapron et al., in 2003 reported
that the major vessel injury rates in the closed and open technique
were 0.01% and 0% in the open technique [37]. A meta-analysis
reported that the incidence of vascular injury rate in closed laparoscopy was 0.44% compared with 0% in open laparoscopy [38].
Diverse studies showed advantage and complications of different
laparoscopic entry methods [27].
Günenç et al., in 2005 obtained same results and demonstrated
that direct trocar insertion is an easy, safe, and effective technique
[39]. Tinelli et al., in 2009 reported that optically guided trocars
can reduce the danger of injury to abdominal construction which
cause surgeon to observe abdominal wall layers in placement [28].
While, Sharp et al., reported that optical-access trocars may cause
main injuries despite having the capability to see tissue layers in
period of insertion [34]. Another study compared direct optical
access and Hasson methods and reported that visual entry system
is associated with the increase of peace and safety, the decrease of
time and the blood loss allowing visually guided entry.
Tinelli et al., in another study compared direct optical entry
(DOE) with classical open laparoscopy in patients underwent
abdominal pelvic surgery. They concluded that direct optical
entry is secure such as open laparoscopy [40]. However, Jansen
reported that there is no document to superiority of closed entry
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5. Conclusion
According to results of this study, Visiport optical trocar technique is faster for initial trocar placement than Hadsson laparoscopy. However, it is associated with complications compared
to open laparoscopy. Therefore, there is benefit with respect to
speed for initial trocar placement and harm based on complications in Visiport trocar system.
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